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MONDAY   MAY 12  2003 

  Lions land in the 

        deep end…. 
   Scotch too strong for youngsters 

 
WESLEY COLLEGE    Not much 

SCOTCH COLLEGE    Quite a lot 

 
BEHINDS:   Saunders, Osowicki, Davis 

BEST:   Murdoch, Herbert, Osowicki, Bluzer-Fry 

               Howard, McMullin, Willmott, Abbey 

INJURIES:   Herbert (ankle), Howard (head) 

                     Stone (nose), Osowicki (elbow) 

BEHIND of the DAY:  Osowicki 

MARK of the DAY:  Abbey 

TACKLE of the DAY:  McDonald 

 
  Fronting up for the opening round of the 2003 APS 

season, the young NATSEC Lions faced a number of 

challenges, not least of which was an experienced, well 

prepared Scotch College on their home turf. With only a 

handful of training sessions under their belts and a num-

ber of unfamiliar musicians joining the lineup, the Lions 

were barely past the introductory how-do-you-do-who-

are-yous, when the ball was bounced for the new sea-

son. A blend of seasoned campaigners from the success-

ful 2002 team, talented Year Niners and a handful of 

raw recruits took the field under the leadership of Jesse 

“Elbows” Osowicki.  

Kicking to the boatshed end for the opening term the 

Lions made a few promising moves forward, but the 

home team was quick to stamp its authority on the 

game, and it wasn’t long before the Lions realised that 

they would have their work cut out for them. “Lanky” 

Lachy Murdoch was taking the game right up to his op-

ponent and Deano Herbert and the skipper were in the 

thick of the action from the word go, but the Lion de-

fenders were under immediate pressure. Lethal Leigh 

Saunders was using a bit of muscle at full back and 

Nick “The Blonde Bombshell” Abbey was doing his 

best to cut off  Scotch’s supply, but the opposition had 

the numbers and the Lions were struggling to stay with 

their opponents. Josh Howard was showing creativity 

and courage on his wing and “Macca” McDonald was 

persistently harassing anybody in a red jumper. At quar-

ter time the Lions trailed by 22 points and had yet to 

trouble the scorers. 

   Despite some adjustments to the lineup, and words of 

encouragement from their adoring fans, the Lions con-

tinued to be tentative in their approach to the ball during 

the second term. The Scotchies seemed to have the edge 

in determination, numbers at the ball and free kicks, and 

when the inexperienced Lions turned the ball over they 

were made to pay. Dayne and Smithy were playing 

close on the last line, but Rowan was still adjusting 

from lunchtime games on the Front Turf. Up forward, 

Alex “Culture Vulture” Davis was providing a strong  

Lions ruckman, Lachy Murdoch lifts off during Satur-

day’s big game at Lower Scotch 

 

leading target, but his opportunities were few. Matty 

Willmott was attacking the ball with gusto, but Mulla 

was having trouble holding front pozzie against the 

Scotch CHB and Effers was not enjoying the tight pock-

ets. The coach was busy rearranging his exceptionally 

large bench, but he just couldn’t find the right combina-

tion and Scotch continued to pile on the goals, adding 

six to their tally and stretching their halftime lead to a 

handy 63 points.  

  As the Lions extracted the juice from their citrus seg-

ments the coaching staff worked frantically to find some 

answers. Adam had a few ideas, Jorgy volunteered to 

stand at Centre Half Back and Leigh made a few sug-

gestions about improving the umpiring, but the coach 

had standards and all he could really do was redraft the 

lineup. Bluzer was shifted to full back and Mulla was 

moved into defence, and it did make a difference. Sup-

ported by Hendo and Flynn at half back and with Lloyd 

and “Mad Dog” Smith in the pockets, Scotch found 

their forward assaults meeting with unexpected resis-

tance. Meanwhile, “Moptop” Thompson, Abba and 

Nayls were trying hard to set up a Lions thrust from half 

forward, but the critical move came from the skipper 

whose pass found the Disco King within range of the 

big sticks. Disappointingly he could only manage a mi-

nor, but at least the Lions were on the board! Their spir-

its were rising and Paul and Woodsy were providing 

great support with water bottles and words of encour-

agement. Jimmy D was lively on one wing whilst 

Macca, then Stu were checking closely on the other. 

Defensive pressure was restricting the Scotchies scoring 

efforts, but they snuck a few more majors in before the 

three quarter time siren and at the final change they 

were not in any immediate danger. 

   However, the Lions were not going to hand the game 

to their opponents and led by Lachy in the ruck and 



Deano on the ball, the boys in purple maintained enough 

pressure to restrict the home team to just three further 

majors. A behind on the run to Osowicki gave his team 

some heart, but the elusive goal remained just that, de-

spite the presence of Bettsy at full forward, Josh in the 

pocket and Woodsy on the field. The final margin was 

substantial, but can have come as no surprise to the Li-

ons who had been chasing bums for most of the day. 

Now the real test begins  -  can the Lions learn from 

their first round experience? Paid up and passionate 

Lion fans pray that it happens sooner rather than later! 

  

 

 

 

ABOVE:  Lethal 

Leigh flies for a 

mark  

LEFT:  Stuart 

Ginn attempts to 

retard  a Scotchy . 

Tom Henderson  

assists. 

Dave McMullin and Paul Diamond sink their respective slippers Bluzer waits for spillage        Mike Efron lays a mean tackle 

Once again a Scotchy gets a kick despite Wesley pressure 

Jesse Osowicki and Stuart Ginn attempt a rare buttress tackle 

Stuart Ginn prepares to pounce. But is it too late? 



    Spearhead  
    bags eight 
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  Wesley spearhead has a day out… 
 
WESLEY COLLEGE             14  10   94 

MELBOURNE GRAMMAR    10   8   68 

 

GOALS:  Saunders 8, Francis 3, Herbert, Paykel, 

                  Penberthy 

BEST:   Herbert, Henderson, Saunders, Abbey, 

               McMullin, Francis, Skurrie, Davis 

INJURIES:  Howard (air supply), Abbey (thigh & 

                      ear), Skurrie (jetlag) 

GOALof the DAY:  Francis 

PLAY of the DAY:  Herbert   

RUN of the DAY:  Penberthy (How far ump?) 

SMOTHER of the DAY:  Georgiou 

 

   The disappointing first round loss to a powerful 

Scotch unit gave the Lions plenty to think about during 

the week. The coaching panel was keen to reinforce 

some basic patterns of play and what better way to get 

the message through than a hard fought prakky after 

Thursday’s training session. Woodsy’s conversion in 

the dying seconds of the game lifted the Lions’ spirits as 

they approached Saturday’s contest with Melbourne 

Grammar. The selectors’ optimism, however, was tem-

pered by a growing list of injuries and unavailabilities. 

Ozzy, Tommo and Alex were doing a gig at a B & S 

ball in Mt.Gambier, Matty Willmott and “Sticks” Mur-

doch had been advised to rest their troublesome injuries, 

and at the last moment Tom Haylock was recalled by 

the Crows. Macca’s feet were playing up and Bettsy’s 

thumb was still swollen, but the return of Sam Skurrie 

from his successful tour of the West Indies with the 

Aussie test team would help offset the selectors’ head-

aches.  

  The clouds hung low over the Front Turf as Umpires 

Abbott and Lynch took up their positions for the 

St.Kilda Road Derby. Wesley skipper, Bluzer-Fry di-

rected his enthusiastic squad towards the Boulevard end 

for the opening term, but it was the visitors who made 

all the early moves. An embarrassing oversight by the 

Lions’ match committee had left one Grammar wing-

man without a direct opponent, and the visitors took 

advantage of Macca’s undetected absence to register 

two quick goals. Fortunately for the Lions, the onball 

contingent of Abba, Hendo, Deano and Skuzz were ap-

proaching optimum arousal level at the seven minute 

mark, and they began to take control in the midfield. 

Soon the ball was heading in the direction of makeshift 

CHF Dickie Penberthy and his first run of the day put 

the ball in the path of “Lethal Leigh” Saunders who soc-

cered a major. Minutes later a second came from the 

same boot as Saunders was unfairly dealt with by a 

Grammar defender. The Lions had stabilised and obvi-

ously excited by the upcoming FA Cup, half forward 

soon put a second ball into the back of the net. Mean-

while the Wesley defenders were providing good sup-

port for their offence and Davo and Mad Dog were giv-

ing nothing away. At the first change the Lions held a 

narrow five point advantage and were looking to go on 

with the job. 

  The first half of the second term was all Lions as their 

confidence grew and their teamwork began to pay divi-

dends. Mulla and Bluzer were cutting off the Gram-

marians primary avenue to goal and Nayls and Casta 

were restricting their opponents’ opportunities on the 

flanks. Abba was getting a purposeful hand on most of 

the ball ups and Deano’s strength was giving us the 

edge around the packs. Hendo was dominant in the 

pivot and the ball was finding its way forward with 

pleasing regularity. Flynn was a dynamic force across 

half forward and when he drew a strong lead from 

Leigh the Lions’ fourth goal was soon on the board. 

Adam was being creative in the left footers’ pocket and 

shortly after a rangefinder narrowly missed the target he 

benefited from a Hendo pass and secured another major.  

   Lethal Leigh kicks Lions clear! 

A happy Leigh Saunders 

    after his big day out. 

Saunders boots one of 8 

Ruckman,  Nick “The Blonde Bombshell” Abbey in action 



A marvellous piece of team footy soon allowed the Li-

ons to advance their lead by a further six points as 

Hendo’s pass to a running Paul Diamond was relayed 

towards a leading Saunders. Unable to hold the slippery 

ball it fell to ground, but Deano was quick to pounce 

and post his team’s sixth. Both Hendo and Josh Howard 

had been copping a bit of unnecessary attention from 

the opposition, but neither player shifted his focus from 

the Sherrin. Josh was alternating with a jet lagged Skuzz 

and their continued efforts to manoeuvre the ball 

through the midfield were appreciated by the hungry 

Lion forwards like Flynn, who found the target for the 

second time with a long raking kick that just kept on 

bouncing.  With the lead stretching out the Lions made 

the fatal error of taking the foot off the pedal momentar-

ily, and the visitors seized the resultant window of op-

portunity to stage a mini-comeback. Two quick goals  

took some stuffing from the Lions’ cushion, but the or-

anges still tasted pretty good at the long break.  

The Lions were intent on consolidating their good work 

after half time, but the visitors were not about to lie 

down, and when they opened the scoring for the third 

term there was tiny shiver of panic in the Lions’ camp...  

but not for long!  

Lethal Leigh was rewarded for being sat on and the an-

swer was soon on the board. A brilliant second and third 

effort from Deano set the big man up for his fifth, but the 

Grammarians were not yet done with and they capitalised 

on a turn over to stay in touch.James Dahlling was a busy 

little bee in a forward pocket, and Bettsy was throwing 

himself into the action at half back, despite a heavily ban-

daged hand. Effers had been hit by a bug early in the 

week and had come into the match a shade underdone, 

but he was able to feed the ball off to Penbers who made 

no mistake with his shot on goal. Anthony Pearson was 

another Lion who was pleased to be on the field after a 

medical scare early in the week, and a clever kick off the 

ground put the ball in the path of Lethal Leigh who 

banged it home. The Grammarians had no answer to the 

powerhouse at full forward and it wasn’t long before he 

had  booted his seventh and split the pack open for Skuzz 

to procure the ball and set Flynn up for yet another. At 

the final break the Lions held a handy 29 point lead. 

Lion defender, Lloyd Davis slips a handball to Dave McMullin 

Daniel Bluzer-Fry clears from defence        Defender Dayne Georgiou lands a tackle            Pin point accuracy from Tom Henderson 

 Lion on baller Flynn Francis hitches a ride with a Grammarian 
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The last twenty minutes of the match proved to be a bit 

of an arm wrestle as neither team was able to gain the 

ascendancy. An early goal to Saunders provoked an an-

swer from the visitors, but for the duration of the match 

majors were as rare as the proverbial hens’ teeth. Gram-

mar’s scoring potential was restricted by the close 

checking, negating football of Dayne and Mulla and 

some frustration was creeping into the opposition’s 

game. Abba copped a knee to the head and was forced 

from the field, but Stewy Ginn was up to the task and 

took a run in the ruck. Woodsy, meanwhile, was finding 

plenty of space on the Moubray Street wing and Josh 

had returned to the fray after having the wind squeezed 

out of him. Bluzer was solid at full back, and with ongo-

ing support from Lloyd and Smithy the Lions were able 

to maintain the status quo for the remainder of the quar-

ter. The final margin of twenty six points gave the Lions 

a much needed ego boost, and after their quiet suffering 

the previous week, the Lions’ supporters were delighted 

to have something to cheer about!  

Jet setter, Sam Skurrie takes a strong grab under pressure 

Centreman, Tom Henderson is scragged as he takes his kick 

Dave Sallman-Betts forces the ball clear of his opponent 

Dayne Georgiou squeezes a kick out in  the nick of time 

 

                             Lloyd Davis sinks the slipper into a long bomb 
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MONDAY  MAY 26   2003 

WESLEY COLLEGE      9. 11. 65 

P.E.G.S.                          4. 12. 36 

 

GOALS:   Haylock 3, Skurrie 2, Castan, Francis, 

                   Paykel, ? 

BEST:    Osowicki, Skurrie, Haylock, Abbey,  

                Herbert, Francis, L.Davis, Efron, Bluzer 

INJURIES:    Skurrie (leg), Naylor (shoulder) 

GOAL of the DAY:  Haylock 

MARKS of the DAY:   Abbey, Ginn 

PLAY of the DAY:   Osowicki-Haylock-Davis 

SMOTHER of the DAY:   Bluzer-Fry 

RAINMAKER AWARD:   Alex Davis 

 
  Their second round victory over Melbourne was a 

great confidence booster for the young NATSEC Lions, 

and they were eager to take up the next challenge 

thrown at them by the APS fixture. Excitement had 

reached fever pitch by Thursday evening and thoughts 

of Saturday’s game against PEGs prevented a number of 

players from decoding the more complex training drills. 

The coach tried several structured alternatives, but in 

the end only a prakky could provide a constructive re-

lease for his team’s pent up energy and redirect their 

focus towards the big game. 

  The star of last week’s match, Lethal Leigh, had an-

nounced his unavailablity due to an important birthday 

party and defender Dane Georgiou was committed to 

the defence of his Championship Belt at the All Austra-

lian Kung Fu Titles, and would also be a non starter. To 

make matters worse for the selectors, injury clouds hung 

low over several key players during the week and Mur-

doch, Mulla, Diamond and Macca were forced to with-

draw from the squad on Friday. Hendo was rewarded 

with a promotion but an equal exchange was effected 

when one Tom was replaced by another Tom and 

Haylock came into the side. Ohsowacky and Big Al 

Davis would be returning to the team and Jeremy 

Stubbs’ clearance had finally come through, but Pearson 

had gone AWOL. All of this presented a challenge to 

the selection panel, but, as they say, life wasn’t meant to 

be easy! 

  Dicky Penberthy was appointed skipper for the match 

against his old school and he had arranged a special 

team breakfast for the Lions followed by a short histori-

cal tour of the Keilor district to help his urban team 

mates adjust to the rural atmosphere. All was in readi-

ness, but the coach was nowhere to be seen! His Lear 

Jet had been prevented from landing at Essendon airport 

when a wombat wandered onto the tarmac. He was 

forced to set down at Tullamarine and by the time he 

had travelled cross country to the PEGs oval the pre-

liminaries were over, the croissants were finished and 

the game was about to start!   

  Fortunately the Lion support crew was on hand to en-

sure that boot laces were tied and socks were on the cor-

rect feet, so after a quick word of encouragement the 

Lions took up their positions. PEGs started strongly 

with several forays forward, but thanks to the pressure 

applied by Ohsowacky, Mad Dog and Davo they were 

only able to convert one of their forward thrusts. The 

Lions seemed to be suffering from a touch of jet lag 

after the long journey west. Fumbling and fiddling 

around they were definitely off the boil, but a word 

from experienced jet setter Sam Skurrie set them right 

and with Hayloft and Skuzz showing the way the Lions 

began to get their act together. Abba and Deano kick 

started the Lions midfield engine, but the offensive cogs 

had not quite dropped into place and conversion was 

proving difficult. Stuart Ginn was sent on to ginger up 

the Lions attack and he produced instant results. Send-

ing the ball deep into the offensive zone, Stu was de-

lighted to see “Erroll” Flynn pounce quickly and put the 

ball in the back of the net to open the Lions’ account.   

Lions finish with a flourish 

Stuart Ginn poised to deliver a delightful foot pass. 

Centreman Tom Haylock feeds the ball to a running Herbert 



Effers seemed to be enjoying the deep pockets of the 

PEGs oval and a few minutes later he was instrumental 

in centering the Sherrin to “Beatle” Thompson. The re-

lay pass found Haylock and BANG another goal was on 

the board. At the first break the Lions had snuck to a 

three point lead, but there was a lot to talk about! 

  The second quarter confirmed that the Lions were the 

better team, yet by half time their lead had been cut to 

two points. How was this possible? Well, I’ll tell you… 

The Lions got the ball often enough, but finding targets 

was another matter altogether! They struggled all over 

the ground to hit their team mates with the footy and 

when it came to finding the gap between the big 

sticks… well you wouldn’t want to know! Thankfully, 

the opposition were also struggling in the accuracy de-

partment due to consistent hassling by Daniel “I Don’t 

Want to Play Full Back” Bluzer-Fry and Tim “Tough 

as” Nayls. Josh replaced Skuzz on the ball and quick 

hands from Erroll found the resting rover perfectly 

placed to bring up his team’s third. Jesse was continuing 

to be a steadying influence across half back and Abba 

was working hard around the ground, but for all their 

efforts the next fifteen minutes remained goal free 

 A behind to Deano was doubled by the PEGGERS, and 

another opportunity went begging when good work 

from the skipper gave Stu the chance to set up Haylock, 

but the attack was thwarted. A sensational passage of 

play by Jesse and Tommy H gave Big Al a mark deep in 

the scoreboard pocket, but his kick faded when it should 

have surged. Minors to Deano and Haylock advanced 

the advantage fractionally, but one straight kick by 

PEGs closed the gap as the long interval approached. 

   There was much animated conversation during the 

break and some minor shuffling of the team resulted, 

but the coach could only pray that his charges would 

soon start finding the right targets. An early goal and a 

pair of minors to the home team was not good news, and 

it was frustrating to see the efforts of the onballers go 

unrewarded. Tommo had an opportunity when the PEG-

GERS forgot to stand the mark inside the fifty, but his 

wobbly bomb wobbled the wrong way. Both Erroll and 

Adam  muffed  difficult  chances,  but  eventually  the       

drought was broken by Hayloft when he converted a 

pass from Effers, but another goal to PEGs put them 

back in front by two points at the final change. 

  The Lions’ cheer squad offered moral and glucose sup-

port while the brains trust considered the available op-

tions. Bettsy was sent to full back to free Bluzer up for a 

running role, but there were no ready solutions. The Li-

ons would have to rely on good old fashioned G&D and 

an ounce of luck to get them through. 

The final twenty minutes was all Lions. Reaching deep 

inside they produced something special when it was 

most needed. Under the experienced leadership of the 

Year 10 veterans, Jesse, Tom, Abba and the skipper, the 

Lions took control of the game. Deano and Flynn were 

magnificent and Matty Willmott was providing an extra 

target at half forward. Jimmy D was adding fresh legs 

and Rowan was delighted to be in the scoring half. 

Nayls to Matty to Adam brought up the Lions’ fifth and  

Nick Abbey contests the bounce whilst Sam Skurrie crumbs 

Adam Paykel launches a long bomb goalward 

“It’s mine! I saw it first!” Dicky Penberthy stakes his claim 



  

 

gave them the lead. Frustration was creeping into the 

opposition’s game and an unnecessary shove resulted in 

one of their big boys being given a compulsory rest. A 

free kick and goal to Skuzz fired up his team mates and 

when Haylock threaded his third from the boundary 

line, the Lions were roaring! Meanwhile, at the other 

end of the ground, the Lion defence was starving their 

opponents. Bettsy was using his strength on the last line 

and Smithy and Davo were continuing their hard, unre-

lenting work in the pockets. Stubbsy was beginning to 

get the hang of it all and Woodsy’s personal trainer had 

primed him for another run in the forward line. As the 

opposition coach discussed the extent of the penalty that 

had been imposed on his transgressing midfielder a 

mystery Lion took advantage of the distraction to sneak 

another through the big sticks. The Lions had moved to 

an unassailable lead now and it only remained for the 

icing to be applied to the cake. The honours fell to  

Rowan Castan who marked strongly and booted his first 

APS goal. The siren signalled the end of a gallant Lion 

fight back - a twenty seven point turnaround in the final 

quarter had brought about a twenty nine point victory, 

and the spontaneous cheers from the loyal band of Lion 

supporters was well deserved. Now, as they prepared for 

the long journey home, they could cast their thoughts 

forward to the next challenge—Xavier at Xavier! 

 

Rowan Castan buries the opposition with his maiden APS goal 

“Off with his head!” Alex Davis applies a headlock to his opponent during the final round     Dicky Penberthy—a happy skipper 

TOP: Castan contests                 

ABOVE:  Butter fingers!     

Effers lets  one slip 

ABOVE RIGHT:  Flynn 

   prepares to pounce 

RIGHT:   “Well played 

   mate!” a sporting  

   gesture from Tommy 
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MONDAY  JUNE 2    2003 

WESLEY COLLEGE            4. 8. 32 

XAVIER COLLEGE              8. 8. 56 

 

GOALS:  Efron 2, Paykel, Thompson 

BEST:     McMullen, Herbert, Davis, McDonald, 

                Thompson, Saunders, Smith, Willmott, 

                 Ginn, Osowicki, Efron  

INJURIES:   Osowicki (complete and utter 

                     exhaustion), McMullen (finger)  

GOAL of the DAY:  Efron 

MARK of the DAY:  Diamond 

PLAY of the DAY:   McDonald 

TACKLE of the DAY:  Davis 

SMOTHER of the DAY:  Gehrig 

 
   The last quarter comeback against PEGs had raised 

the NATSEC Lions’ hopes as they approached their 

Round 4 confrontation with Premiership favourites, Xa-

vier, but the week held a few surprises and by Friday 

afternoon the team had been rocked by a flurry of low 

blows. The news from the medicos was not good. Tim 

Naylor’s collarbone had been broken during a torrid 

encounter with a PEGGER and he would be out of ac-

tion for several weeks. Josh Howard had contracted a 

rare form of foot and mouth disease and had been 

placed in quarantine and Flynn Francis had dislocated a 

digit during a lunchtime training session. The A team 

had been struggling to stay on the winners’ board and 

Abba and Tom Hayloft were promoted to help show 

their clubmates how to win. To make matters worse, 

Skurrie, Penberthy, Bluzer-Fry and Alex Davis had  

been  invited  to join an A.I.S. training camp on the 

Gippsland Lakes in an effort to fast track their path to 

the AFL. The selectors were faced with dilemma after 

dilemma as they attempted to create a lineup that could 

hold its own against the ladder leaders. Fortunately, 

-son, McDonald and McMullen were returning from 

injury and illness and Dayne “Call me Bruce Lee” 

Georgiou would be available for selection. Lethal Leigh 

Saunders was also returning to the team and it was clear 

that he would be forced to take on the ruck position va-

cated by Abba. But who could help him out? The an-

swer came at lunchtime on Friday when an impressive 

display in a House Football Final from Dan Mulcahy 

caught the coach’s eye. For  a packet of Doritos and a 

Snickers bar, Dan agreed to come out of retirement to 

take up a key position role in a new look Lions team. 

  After a week of delightful Autumn weather the wind 

sprung up unexpectedly as the Lions went through their 

pre-match paces on the spacious Xavier oval. Condi-

tions would not make for pretty football, but the Lions 

were determined to commit their bodies to the contest  

and to take the game up to their more fancied oppo-

nents. Unfortunately, the home team had the inside 

knowledge on how to play the local conditions and they 

were able to create early scoring opportunities whilst 

depriving the Lions of offensive action. Nevertheless, 

the Lion defence soon settled into the groove and began 

applying the pressure for which they have become fa-

mous. Led by Lloyd “Never Give’em an Inch” Davis 

and new full back, James “Wear ’em Like a Glove” 

Smith, the Xavvys were forced to earn every point. 

Mulla was leading the rebound action and Captain for 

the week Saunders was leading by example with some 

strong round the ground grabs. Jezza was adjusting well 

to the pace of Saturday footy and Matty and Deano 

were working hard in their on ball roles. Although they 

were yet to trouble the scorers after twenty minutes, the 

Lions were confident they could close the gap.  

Lions rise to the challenge 

Rover Matt Willmott juggles a mark whilst Herbert looks on 

Centre Half Forward, Simon Thompson swoops on the ball 



   The second quarter was a more even affair, and if the 

Lions had been able to make more of their scoring op-

portunities they may well have been leading at the long 

break. An early goal to Effers after receiving a pass 

from the Skipper gave the Lions’ heart, but Xavier were 

quick to answer. Thommo was reading the game well at 

CHF and a pass to Lachy McDonald could have pro-

duced another major but the gale force wind disturbed 

the Sherrin’s flightpath. Kicking to the Chapel end, the 

home team was able to thread another major to take 

their lead to 22 points, but that was their last score for 

the quarter as the Lions took control of the midfield. 

Ohsowacky was fighting a severe case of exhaustion, 

but he kept buttering up in the pivot. Meanwhile, Adam  

was covering more territory than Burke and Wills in his 

quest for the footy and Stu Ginn was performing well on 

his wing. Tony Pearson ran straight into the play from 

the bench and was soon in the thick of the action at half 

forward, but it was Macca and Deano who were doing 

most of the damage. Lachy was in great touch now that 

he had found the right size orthotics, and he was mark-

ing strongly and running the ball with agility. A coura-

geous Flynn had strapped up his ill-aligned finger and 

he was providing valuable support on the Lions forward 

line, but apart from a near thing when Dan Mulcahy got 

a bit carried away and turned a certain goal into a 

smothered behind, there was little action in the Lions’ 

scoring zone until the third quarter.   

Stuart Ginn makes a desperate attempt to reclaim the football 

 

   Despite their efforts to reduce the home team’s nine-

teen point advantage, the Lions slipped further behind 

during the premiership quarter. Whilst they could add 

no more than a solitary behind, Xavier was making 

good use of the cyclonic wind and were able to add two 

more goals, but the constant hassling from Davo, Jimmy 

Dalling and Dayne the Kung Fu King restricted their 

opportunities. 

   At the final change the discrepancy was some 32 

points and although the Lions would be kicking to the 

scoring end, victory would be a big ask. But whatever 

the odds, they would give it their best shot. Thommo 

and Effers were quick to team together to register the 

Lions’ second goal for the day—but Xavier had the an-

swer and it was back to square one. Stu and Jesse were  

having a considerable influence on the game in the mid 

field, but it was Deano and Adam who teamed up to 

produce the Lions’ next major. Dan was running in the 

ruck now and was using his height to advantage whilst 

the Skipper took a breather at full forward. Woodsy was 

happy to have found an opponent of similar stature and 

he was almost able to extricate the ball from a tricky 

situation and set up another goal, but it was Thommo 

who seized the initiative by pouncing on a Xavvy kick 

in and rebounding it straight through the hi-diddle-

diddle. Bettsy was enjoying a spell in the forward half 

and his characteristically persistent play was paying 

dividends, just as Dymo’s gutsy efforts in defence were 

blocking Xavier’s supply route. Flynn and Effers added 

behinds to the Lions’ tally, but Xavier had the final say 

when they booted their eighth major at the 17 minute 

mark. Undermanned and under pressure the Lions had 

performed creditably against their more experienced 

opponents on a guaranteed bad hair day—and for that 

their fans were properly proud!  

Dave Sallman-Betts prepares to shepherd whilst Dean Herbert 

    shows the opposition a clean pair of heels. 

But he hasn’t got it ump! Simon 

Thompson is caught without the footy 

        

        Lloyd Davis kicks long and wide 
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Wingman Stuart Ginn bends the ball back 

       towards the corridor. 

 

    “I thought you played well today, David” 

    “You did alright yourself, Simon” 
Lion rover Matt Willmott positions himself for a  

    mark during the final quarter 

Flynn Francis squeezes 

  a quick kick 

 

Dan Mulcahy flies at a 

centre bounce 

Mike Efron shoots with 

his trusty left boot 

 

Dave Sallman-Betts 

watches as Mike Efron 

prepares to pounce 
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MONDAY  JUNE 26   2003 

WESLEY COLLEGE              9  15  69 

ST. KEVINS COLLEGE            5  3  33 

 

GOALS:   A.Davis 2, Osowicki 2, Henderson, 

                  Woods, Pearson, Thompson, Francis 

BEST:     Penberthy, Herbert, Skurrie, Henderson, 

                 L.Davis, Willmott, Mulcahy, Osowicki 

                 Francis, A.Davis, Sallman-Betts, etc. 

INJURIES:   Henderson (Stomach) 

MARK of the DAY:   L.Davis 

GOAL of the DAY:   Woods 

MISS of the DAY:   Penberthy 

RUN of the DAY:   Have a guess! 

SMOTHER of the DAY:  Mulcahy 

TORPA of the DAY:   Penberthy 

LOOK MA NO HANDS! AWARD:  Bettsy     

 
  There was concern in the Wesley camp mid week that 

last weekend’s bye may have thrown the NATSEC Li-

ons off their game. Their training form was down and 

the rookies concentration levels seemed to have hit rock 

bottom. Perhaps the excitement of St.Kilda’s thrilling 

victory over the AFL premiers had been too much for 

the boys, or perhaps the thought of mid year exams was 

diverting their attention. Whatever the reason, the 

coaching panel and the senior players harboured some 

doubts as Saturday approached. Selection was made 

difficult by the absence of the Elsternwickians who had 

headed into the wilderness for an extended bonding ses-

sion, and the injury clouds that hung over Mulla, Deano 

and Jezza. Fortunately the return of happy campers, 

Penbers, Skuzz and Alex helped balance the ledger, 

whilst the return of Castan and Hendo were bonuses. 

There was some speculation in the media that a dog had 

made off with Alex Davis’s boots, but fortunately these 

proved easier to locate than Iraq’s Ws of MD and  when 

Alex arrived at the ground for the big game against 

St.Kevins his kit was intact—but Smithy’s pet tabby 

had chewed up his footy jumper and he was forced to 

don a very ordinary looking windcheater.  

  Captain Courageous, Lloyd Davis, lost the toss and the 

Lions found themselves kicking to the Williamstown 

end of the Front Turf against a fairly stiff breeze. Dan 

Mulcahy was quick to stamp his impression on the 

game with strong work in the air and on the ground, and 

the on ballers wasted no time in working the ball into 

the forward half. Woodsy was making his debut in the 

starting eighteen and he was soon in the thick of the ac-

tion centering the ball from the scoreboard pocket to-

wards Alex in the corridor. Following up for a second 

effort he was able to crumb a goal from inside the 

square, and the Lions were away! Skevvy’s responded 

with a forward thrust but the Lion defence was quick to 

assert pressure and the result was a minor score. The 

skipper was leading the way with his aggressive attack 

on the ball and his opponents, and with Smithy and 

Jimmy giving little away the visitors were struggling to 

take advantage of the wind. Only a dodgy kick in by 

Mr.X allowed Skevvys to register a major during the 

first half of the opening term, but a goal to Thommo at 

the 14 minute mark put the Lions back in front. Skuzz 

was in everything and Deano was proving a hard man to 

stop, but the conditions were difficult and it was an ef-

fort to pass the ball with precision. Penbers decided that 

the safest way to move the Sherrin was to run with it, 

and his dashes from half back brilliantly broke the lines. 

Flynn was providing a mobile target for Hendo and the 

midfielders, whilst Jesse was showing a cool head at 

half back with some clever switches, but a late goal to 

Skevvys gave them a two point advantage at the break. 

 Lions break shackles! 
    Wesley kicks away from St.Kevins after a tight first half             

Sam Skurrie releases a long handball. Josh Howard looks on. 

Dean Herbert breaks the shackles and turns towards goal 



   The second quarter was one of wasted opportunities as 

the Lions peppered the Rose Garden goals but were un-

able to make much impression on the scoreboard. Their 

only goal came in the opening minutes when Alex con-

verted. Thommo had a snap but missed everything and 

Skevvys responded by working the ball forward for an 

answer to keep their lead intact. Bettsy had been pushed 

back to bolster the Lions defence and he surprised eve-

ryone when he intercepted a Skevvy’s missile in mid air 

and rebounded it forty metres a la Beckham. Dicky was 

continuing to run rings around his opponents from half 

back whilst Casta and Jesse were continuing to be valu-

able allies. Howie and Stu were linking well through the 

midfield, and Matty Willmott was providing an extra 

target on the half forward line. He and Deano combined 

in an effort to give their team the edge, but a poster re-

sulted and the Lions still trailed by a behind. Flynn 

dodged his way through the traffic but could only man-

age the same result and a set shot did no better—but at 

least the Lions had hit the front! Points to Matt and 

Deano added to the frustration of the Lions’ fans and a 

late goal to Skevvys meant that all the Lions’ hard work 

was for nothing. At the long interval they continued to 

trail by two miserable points. 

  The oranges, hand picked and cut to perfection by 

Mrs.Davis did their job and the Lions returned to the 

fray fresh and rejuvenated. An early goal to the visitors 

after Hendo nearly had his head torn off, could have set 

the Lions back, but they were a determined outfit now 

and Skevvy’s were going to pay for their audacity! The 

Skevvy’s fans should have packed up and gone home 

then and there, because that would be the last time their 

little darlings would trouble the scorers. The Lions mid-

field machine stepped on the accelerator and with 

Hendo and Stewy upping the anti Skevvys began to lose 

touch with the game. The forward line was alive with 

targets and Tony Pearson’s rugby skills came in handy 

when he held off the pack to snap his debut goal. Alex 

added another behind but the Lions were moving the 

ball forward with greater purpose now and it seemed 

only a matter of time before they would take the game 

by the scruff of the neck.  

  Jesse had summed up his opponent’s limitations and 

had been pushing forward more frequently since half 

time. His big moment came when he finally found him-

self within range of the big sticks and made no mistake! 

At the final change the Lions were only seven points up, 

but having held their opponents scoreless for the bulk of 

the third quarter they had a palpable psychological edge. 

What’s more, the wind would be in their favour as they 

headed down the home straight. 

Alex Davis shoots for goal despite desperate Skevvy defence 

 Breaking the lines. Defender, Osowicki, sets sail for goal 

Ooops! Jesse Osowicki overruns the ball. Willmott backs up 

Ruck rover, Dean Herbert in action. Tony Pearson watches 
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The onballers were still full of run and Danno’s tack-

ling, Deanos pack splitting and Skuzz’s set ups were 

giving the Lions plenty of opportunities. An early point 

to Alex and another mid air interception by Betty were 

followed by the Lions’ sixth major when Alex was 

awarded a free and kicked long and true. By this stage a 

number of the Skevvy’s were beginning to drop their 

heads and the home team went in for the kill! Jesse 

made another foray forward to dob his second. This 

prompted Dicky Penberthy to get in on the act, and he 

took a pot shot on the run which missed everything and 

was lucky to stay inside College property. Not one to 

give up easily, Dicky tried again with a humungous tor-

pedo, but it leg breaked when it should have off breaked 

and missed again. Flynn had been struggling with acu-

racy too, but he managed to rectify the situation with a 

delightful drop punt and the Lions advanced to an unas-

sailable lead.  

The more determined 

Skevvys attempted to 

find an answer but 

Smithy, Davo and 

Dymo were not in the 

mood to be generous 

and their efforts were to 

no avail. Thommo had 

been picking up plenty 

of possessions and he 

managed another point, 

but Hendo punched the 

final nail into the 

Skevvy’s coffin with a 

sensational sausage roll from a long bomb on the run. 

The fans were ecstatic. Their heroes had scored six un-

answered goals to run out victors by thirty six points 

and take their season’s tally to three and two.   

Nice style! Alex Davis goes long. 

Sam Skurrie lines up a team mate in the centre of the oval 

Happy Lions!  A rare photo from inside the victory huddle.  Hendo launches a long bomb             Bettsy pinpoints a pass  

Penbers shows poise                  Flynn Francis goals from 45 

Wingman, Stuart Ginn shapes up for an overhead mark 
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MONDAY  JUNE 23   2003 

WESLEY COLLEGE              8  5  55 

CAULFIELD GRAMMAR       5  6  36 

 

GOALS:   Saunders 3, Ford 2, A.Davis, Paykel, 

                  Mc.Mullin 

BEST:    Mc.Mullin, Abbey, Henderson, Mulcahy 

                Thompson, Skurrie, Saunders, Francis,   

                Penberthy, Ford, McDonald etc. etc.    

INJURIES:    Francis (lacerated knee) Osowicki 

                (foot), Abbey (thigh), Mulcahy (blood) 

GOAL of the DAY:    Ford 

PLAY of the DAY:  Willmott to Francis to Paykel 

                                            = GOAL! 

TACKLES of the DAY:   Thompson & Mulcahy 

WRONGFOOT WONDER:    Mc.Mullin 

CLEARANCE of the DAY:   Henderson    

ALMOST FOOTY LEGENDS: The Grammarian 

            who hit the post from point blank range. 

 
   Inspired by their strong finish against St.Kevins and 

eager to go into the mid season break with an improved 

win/loss ratio, the Lions impressed on the track as they 

prepared for the contest with Caulfield Grammar. 

Whilst the Year 9s augmented their preparation with 

some fierce lunchtime kick to kick on the back turf, the 

Year 10s made good use of their exam study time to 

plan their tactics for the big match. Meanwhile, the 

coaching panel assiduously studied video footage of 

their opposition’s recent outings and quizzed 

Mrs.O’Grady for the inside goss on her son’s new team. 

The return of the Elsternwickians from their bonding 

camp and the recovery of Lachy Murdoch’s stressed out 

foot, Mulla’s demented digit and Charlie Ford’s broken 

thumb cheered the selection panel who had done it hard 

the week before when the bench had been reduced to an 

alltime record low. There was some concern when star 

onballer, Dean Herbert was promoted to the A’s but the 

return of Nick Abbey helped balance the ledger.  

   A mid winter cold snap had hit town late in the week,  

but the wind that had plagued recent matches had sub-

sided when the Lions arrived at the Glen Eira Road 

oval. Abba had been appointed captain for the big game 

and he took the boys through their paces as the umpire 

brushed his sideburns in preparation for the opening 

bounce. The non appearance of Effers, suffering from 

PCS and the delayed arrival of Davo who had read the 

Melways upside down required a couple of minor ad-

justments but at 9.05 all was in readiness. Abba had 

been given a ruck roving commission and he was intent 

on firing up his team for the crucial first quarter. The 

Lions did have the best of the opening minutes, and  

an impressive passage of play through the midfield by 

Macca, Penbers and Stu announced that the Lions 

meant business—but so too did their opponents as Caul-

field hit the visitors hard and gave nothing away. The 

ice was finally broken when a pass from Matty Will-

mott found Flynn and ball was relayed to the running 

Paykel who excitedly steered the Sherrin through the 

sticks with his trusty left boot. Relaxing slightly, the 

Lions opened a window of opportunity for the Gram-

marians, and they bounced back with two majors of 

their own. Bettsy was unlucky not to collect a free when 

his head was squashed and there were a few other in-

stances of questionable adjudicating, but the Lions 

could only blame themselves when their opponents 

added a third goal and moved to a handy lead. Despite 

the hard work of Dan Mulcahy, Abba and Skuzz around 

the ground, there was a tentativeness amongst some of 

their team mates as they approached the ball. Macca 

was setting a great example with his body work and 

Smithy and Bettsy were checking closely, but there was 

a looseness about the Lions’ game which was causing 

concern. 

  A breeze had sprung up during the opening stanza, and 

the Lions were pleased to have the use of it for the sec-

ond term, but Caulfield jumped them and had added a 

fourth to their tally before the boys in purple could take 

advantage of the conditions. Something special was 

needed now before the game slipped out of reach. It was 

time for Penbers to give his opponent the slip and go for    

 Lions in hard fought win! 
 Wesley comes from behind to clinch a courageous victory     

Ruckman Dan Mulcahy displaying his  fierce determination 



an inspirational run. Zig-zagging his way forward from 

half back to the opposite forward pocket, Dicky showed 

that it was possible to dictate the terms of the match. 

Although the immediate result was only a behind to 

Thommo, the Lions lifted all around the ground and it 

wasn’t long before a neat pass from Willmo found Alex 

within range. His kick was true and the Lions had begun 

to claw their way back into the contest. Hendo sparked 

up in the centre and Osowacky and Mulla pushed up the 

field to help trap the ball in their team’s scoring zone. 

During his recent layoff Mulla had been working hard 

on his wrong foot skills and all that kicking in the back-

yard with his old man now began to pay dividends! A 

perfect left foot snap into the corridor found Lethal 

Leigh lurking with intent and a strong overhead mark 

gave him the opportunity to help close the gap. The kick 

was accurate and the Lions moved to within striking 

distance. Howie was given his chance on a wing and 

Dymo was asked to cover a troublesome opposition for-

ward, but Woodsy was being held back as fresh legs for 

the second half. Caulfield attempted to get back into the 

game but the tide was beginning to turn and the Lions’ 

confidence lifted further as they snatched the lead with 

their fourth major. Another clever left footer from Mulla 

was marked strongly by Charlie in the pocket and he 

made no mistake, so it came to pass that at the long 

break the Lions held the slenderest of leads. 

    A shortage of oranges due to the ongoing drought 

meant that the Lions were forced to rely on a glucose hit 

for their half time refreshment, but the talk in their camp 

was positive. Attack the ball, hit them hard and talk, 

talk, talk. Be accountable and minimise their opportuni-

ties. Simple instructions that didn’t fall on deaf ears!  

   The third quarter was a real arm wrestle, with neither 

side able to take control. The Lions edged further ahead 

as the onballers worked tirelessly and Flynn and Charlie 

provided plenty of spark across half forward. A minor 

score to Charlie was all the Lions could generate during 

the next twenty minutes, despite the hard work of Abba, 

Thommo and the midfielders. Fortunately, however, the 

Lion’s high pressure defence was paying dividends and 

the Grammarians were having their share of problems 

kicking with the breeze. Davo and Lachy “Indian Rub-

ber Man” Murdoch were hassling and harassing in their 

usual fashion and even though the team was temporarily 

thrown out of whack when Dan and Jesse were forced 

from the field with minor injuries, the Lions hung on 

grimly holding the opposition goalless. At the final 

change the home team had regained a narrow two point 

advantage.  

   With their starting lineup restored and the words of 

the coach ringing in their ears, the Lions dearly wanted 

the next goal, but minutes into the final quarter Caul-

field had stretched their lead to eight points and the Li-

ons were looking down the proverbial barrel! Now they 

would have to dig deep to pull their way back into the 

game. Jesse made a gallant attempt to regain the lost 

Lethal Leigh Saunders kicks long and straight for goal 

Lion wingman Stuart Ginn swoops on the ball during Saturday’s game at Caulfield. Diamond and  Penberthy run in support.  
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ground but could only manage a minor score. It was 

Lethal Leigh who sent the message to Caulfield that the 

Lions could not be written off. A goal from a free kick 

took his team to within a point and when he followed up 

with a behind the scores were level! The Lions’ cheer 

squad was getting right behind their heroes and as they 

began their chant from the boundary line Abba and 

Skuzz stirred up the troops. “Come on boys, we can do 

it! Let’s show ‘em!” With that, the Lions moved up a 

gear and the game began to turn back their way.  Caul-

field were losing their cool and a careless free kick al-

lowed Mulla to post a behind.  The Lions were back in 

front! Not content with his narrow miss, Mulla hung 

around the attacking zone until he could be sure of mak-

ing amends. To prove that his previous efforts were not 

flukes he decided to trust a snap from a sharp angle to 

his left foot, and sure enough he scored a bulls eye. 

Now Hendo decided it was time to seal the match once 

and for all, and grabbing the ball in the centre square he 

bombed it long and corridorish straight into the waiting 

arms of  Lethal Leigh Saunders. His third goal was the 

Lions seventh - a seventh that was soon an eighth when 

Charlie Ford threaded a kick on the run from the bound-

ary. The home team was shell shocked and the Lions 

were full of running, but the siren soon put a stop to 

their fun. Their courageous fight back was over and the 

Lions had taken the points.  

 

 

 

 

 

Tom Henderson on the burst 

from the centre square 

 

Lachy Murdoch attempts a 

bear hug with a reverse arm 

twist on his unsuspecting 

opponent. 

Put down your glasses! Charlie Ford snaps a sealing goal 

Henderson and Francis in a desperate struggle for the ball Winners are grinners! The Lions celebrate a hard fought win 



  Little did they know that the APS fixture was 

waiting to play a cruel trick on them when they ar-

rived at the school lying in the shadow of the oil 

refinerie. Despite Geelong’s consistent outgunning 

of  B Division opponents before the break their ex-

pected promotion had not come and the Lions, not 

the proverbial lambs, were being sent to the slaugh-

ter.     
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MONDAY  JULY 21  2003 

WESLEY COLLEGE              2. 1. 13 

GEELONG GRAMMAR      Lost count 

 

GOALS:   Sallman-Betts, Penberthy 

BEST:      Thompson, McMullin, Ford, Penberthy, 

                  McDonald, Sussex, Diamond, Smith, 

                  Sallman-Betts, 

INJURIES:   A.Davis (leg, groin, etc) 

GOAL of the DAY:   Penberthy 

SMOTHER of the DAY:  McMullin 

TACKLE of the DAY:   Ford 

ALMOST MARK of the DAY:  Ford 

SLIDE of the DAY: Lloyd Davis 

PLAY of the DAY:  Willmott - Betts - McDonald 

         in the first quarter. Very smooth. 

  

   Coming off the mid season break with a four/two 

winning record under their belt, the NATSEC Li-

ons were keen to improve their standing during the 

final part of the 2003 season. Their impressive 

form on the track augured well for the fixture 

against Geelong Grammar, but the selectors’ plans 

were thrown into disarray when a shortage of A’s 

players and a series of unexpected injuries drained 

the squad of a long list of star names. Abba, Hendo, 

Deano, Skuzz, Lethal Leigh, Murdoch, Ohsowacky 

and Casta would all be missing from the regular 

lineup. To make matters worse, Effers and ruckman 

Dan Mulcahy slept in and missed the 8.00 bus from 

Moubray Street. Even so, the twenty Lions making 

the road trip to Geelong were quietly confident that 

they would be able to give a good account of them-

selves.  

Road Trip Ruined! Fixture glitch causes 
 heartache for Lions 

  Conditions were perfect for footy when Lion cap-

tain Lachy McDonald met his opposite number for 

the toss. Ten minutes later the Lions were wishing 

that their bus had missed the turn off and had kept 

going to Lorne. Clearly a cut above their oppo-

nents, Geelong had piled on four unanswered goals 

and the Lions were wondering what had hit them.      

“This is a long way to come for a shellacking” 

thought Thommo. “Come on boys, lift your game!”  

“You’re right” agreed the skipper, “we’re making 

them look good!” 

A Geelong player gets a handball away despite close attention 

Captain Lachy McDonald roosts the ball forward 

Charlie Ford almost takes a spekky in a congested pack 



  Taking their skipper’s advice the Lions began to 

attack the ball with a bit more purpose and the short 

steps lengthened to create more of a contest. Mulla 

was setting a great example with his determined 

approach at CHB and Alex was getting the hang of 

his new role as ruckman. Meanwhile, new recruit 

Teddy Sussex was adjusting to the pace of the 

game after his stint in the bush. Charlie was every-

where and he narrowly missed registering a confi-

dence boosting goal as the quarter drew to a close, 

but despite the sparse scoreboard, the Lions had 

made an admirable effort to be competitive. 

   The second term opened well for the Lions with  

  Bettsy pouncing on a stray ball and dribbling his 

team’s first goal. His effort seemed to lift his team 

mates and Geelong were now finding it much 

harder to play the sort of game to which they were 

accustomed. Excellent pressure from Smithy’s de-

fensive team was depriving the opposition of easy 

avenues to goal and Davo, Jimmy and Dymo were 

giving little away. A series of behinds was the best 

Geelong could do whilst the Lions were able to 

make several meaningful forays forward thanks to 

Penber’s run off half back and the consistent efforts 

of Flynn and Thommo, who had now moved into 

the ruck to replace the injured Davis. Lachy was 

working his you know what off and he was giving 

his team mates downfield the chance to convert, 

but the strong Geelong defence was difficult to 

penetrate. Adam and Willma tried hard to finish the 

midfielders’ work but the pressure was constant 

and the home team were rebounding with confi-

dence. At the long break the Lions trailed by 61 

points. 

  The oranges, lovingly prepared by Howie, were 

delicious and for a few precious minutes the Lions 

were able to relax and escape their onfield troubles. 

“Can we go to the beach now?” asked Nayls. 

“What’s the point of hanging around here?”  

“Yeah, I’ve got some trees to plant at Apollo, and 

anyway I’m so sore I can’t run…” added Alex. 

“Can we go to Maccas now?” asked Tony. “I need 

more than oranges!” 

 But there was no escape. The Lions had no option 

but to front up for another forty minutes of torment. 

  The plot evolved as expected during the third 

quarter, and although nobody could doubt the Li-

ons’ endeavour, the Geelong combination was just 

too big,  too strong and too confident. Whilst they 

added another swag of goals to their tally the Lions 

troubled the scorers not at all. Thommo and Mulla 

continued to take the game up to their opponents 

whilst Charlie, Flynn and Teddy were tireless in 

their efforts to set something up for their team 

mates. Meanwhile, Clunes escapee, Tom I-M was 

wondering about the wisdom of taking up footy. At 

the final change the home team had set up a com-

fortable 101 point buffer.  

 

The story of the game… Dave McMullin is outnumbered  

Josh Howard plays mum and cuts the oranges. Woodsy films 

Defender Lloyd Davis attempts to smother a Geelong kick 
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   Three quarter time provided one of the day’s 

highlight’s as the coach unearthed a packet of team 

snakes. He had hoped that these monster pythons 

would provide a powerful glucose hit—enough to 

swing a close game his team’s way. However, he 

would have needed a truck load to effect an eight-

een goal turn around! As Dymo received a belting 

from his team mates, the coach asked for one last 

effort from his charges. “Don’t go out with a whim-

per!” he exorted, “Show a bit of pride in the purple 

and gold!” 

  Well, the less said about the final twenty minutes 

the better. Once again the Lions tried gallantly, but 

they were out muscled, outnumbered and out-

scored. Yet, despite another eight goals to Geelong, 

the undoubted highlight of the last quarter was 

Dickie Penberthy’s sensational goal on the run as 

he dodged and wove his way towards the fifty and 

unleashed a long drop punt straight through the 

middle! If the Lions had had a cheer squad they 

certainly would have cheered.  

   After match apologies from the Geelong Sports 

master and cheap snaggers were little consolation 

to the Lions, who had only wanted a reasonable 

contest!  

 

Richard Penberthy scores a memorable goal on the run 

 The Lions uncover Geelong’s secret. No wonder they’re so big! 

Francis and Penberthy display their elegant kicking styles 

Paul Diamond is almost crushed by his own man! 

A Geelong player gives Willmott the slip        Penberthy marks 

Steve Woods and Matt Willmott wind down after the road trip 
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MONDAY JULY 28   2003 

WESLEY COLLEGE        10.  10.  70 

XAVIER COLLEGE                2. 3. 15 

  

GOALS:    Francis 2, Penberthy 2, Thompson 2, 

                    Paykel, Sussex, A.Davis, McMullin 

BEST:       Skurrie, McMullin, Ginn, Penberthy, 

                    Ford, Herbert, Francis, Sussex, Abbey, 

                    Thompson, Mulcahy, Mellington, 

                    L.Davis, Osowicki, Saunders, Paykel, 

                    Willmott, Smith, Murdoch, Naylor,  

                    A.Davis, Wood, Castan, Sallman-Betts 

INJURIES:   Saunders (head) 

GOAL of the DAY:  Penberthy 

WRONG FOOT GOAL of the DAY:  McMullin 

SMOTHER of the DAY:   Saunders 

360 of the DAY:  Ginn 

PINPOINT PALMING AWARD:  Mulcahy 

 
  Although their pride had been dented during last week-

end’s disappointing road trip, the NATSEC Lions’ usual  

enthusiasm had resurfaced by mid week. The promise 

by the A’s coach that a number of regular faces would 

be available for selection boosted the team’s confidence 

as they shaped up for the return match against danger 

team Xavier. With Skurrie, Herbert, Osowicki, Abbey, 

Murdoch, Saunders and Mellington thrown into the mix, 

the selectors had the luxury of multiple positional 

choices. Fortunately the call of the snowfields was too 

great for Howie, Jimmy and Dymo and Tony and Tom 

I-M had “other commitments”, so the bench would not 

be of unmanageable proportions.   

 An unusual spell of precipitation tested out the Lions’ 

wet weather skills on Thursday night, but the boys stood 

up well in the heavy conditions. Property Manager, Matt 

Oberklaid had been scrutinising Rob Gell’s isobars and 

in preparation for a wet weekend he spent the best part 

of Friday morning lovingly waterproofing the Match 

day Sherrins. So when Saturday rolled around the Lions 

were well prepared for a soft and slippery Front Turf. 

  Skipper Sam Skurrie tossed for ends and the Lions 

found themselves kicking to the St.Kilda Road goals for 

the opening term. Xavier opened with a point and made 

all the play in the opening minutes. Once again the Li-

ons were lethargic out of the blocks and they looked 

tentative. The conditions were not in their favour, and 

forays forward were rare as a couple of chunky Xavieri-

ans seemed to have more answers when the ball hit the 

deck. After Charlie narrowly missed registering a be-

hind the Lions had few real scoring opportunities for the 

remainder of the quarter. The onballers were working 

hard enough and Stu Ginn was handling the ball as if it 

were a dry day, but the visitors were playing with more 

purpose and they ran the ball quickly forward to post 

two majors—despite the efforts of Lloyd and Mulla to 

cut them off. Mellers and Teddy were throwing their 

bodies into the firing line, but the slippery ball was 

making life awkward for the normally skillful Lions. At 

the first change Xavs had advanced to a fourteen point 

advantage and the Lions were forced to do some serious 

thinking.  

  Emerging from the huddle with more purpose the Li-

ons gradually began to get a grip on the game. Lethal 

Leigh started to make his presence felt at full forward 

and a courageous smother with his head seemed to fire 

his team mates up. An impressive chain of possessions 

involving Stu, Teddy and Abba showed that conditions 

were far from impossible. Just to prove the case Stu and 

Penbers demonstrated some fancy turns of which Billy 

Elliot would be proud. Nayls had replaced a sleepy 

Willma in the pocket and a clever bit of centering put 

the ball at the feet of Flynn who gratefully slipped it 

inside the big sticks. The Lions were on the board! 

Deano and Skuzz were teaming well with their ruck-

man, and Dan in return was palming the ball with un-

Comeback Kids do it Again! 
Lions respond to coach’s half time challenge... 

Sam Skurrie is forced to eat dirt by his Xavier opponent 

Skipper Sam Skurrie breaks clear as Nick Abbey shepherds 



-racy. With Smithy playing close and tight, and 

with Bettsy sweeping across the backline, Ohso-

wacky Mulla and Dicky felt it was safe enough to 

drift forward and their efforts to run the ball into 

the attacking zone began to pay dividends. Tommo 

was being tempted by the lure of the wide ball and 

the hot spot target was not being the focus it should 

have been, but Wesley students think outside the 

square and Dicky’s solution was to bomb long and 

straight and at the thirteen minute mark he brought 

up his team’s second major. Clever play by Charlie 

failed to reap the maximum reward, but his two be-

hinds equalled the scores and at the long interval 

the Lions could breathe just a little easier. 

  Nevertheless, there was still work to do! The coach 

asked his team to move up a gear. “If we can get the 

first goal we’ll be on the way” he explained, “but I want 

you to sew it up this quarter. I am asking for nothing 

less than five goals in the next twenty minutes. Can you 

do it? Are you passionate? Let’s show ‘em how much 

we love the purple and gold!” 

  Fired up by the coach’s demands and by the skipper’s 

short sharp speech, the Lions hit the ground running. A 

sensational dash by Dicky Penberthy, capped off with a 

humungous goal from outside fifty set the tone, and it 

wasn’t long before Mulla slipped down the scoreboard 

flank and produced a marvellous left foot goal on the 

run. A deft dodge by the skipper enabled him to pick out 

Simon “The Blonde Bombshell” Thompson in the corri-

dor and Thommo didn’t let him down. The Lions were 

now three goals clear and before long it was four as 

Adam dribbled the ball forward and sent in a cross from 

the left corner. The interception was effected by Alex 

and in a flash the Sherrin was in the back of the net! The 

Xavs were shellshocked! Abba and Deano had been 

sharing the tagging duties on their chunky mover and 

his team were struggling to make an impact. Skuzz to 

Thommo to Flynn resulted in the Lions fifth and the 

coach’s target had been met! But the Lions weren’t 

done yet, and when Teddy marked strongly in the hot-

spot and goaled, the cheer squad erupted. Not used to 

being put under the hammer, the Xaverians reacted with 

a customary burst of aggro as the players headed for 

their three quarter time huddles. Teddy found himself 

cornered by a frustrated Xaverian and a brief melee en-

sued as the Lions, led by the enforcers Murdoch and  

Mulcahy, went to their centreman’s rescue. Order was 

finally restored by peace keeper Nick Abbey who re-

minded his team mates that as amateurs, they could ill 

afford a $5,000 fine 

   As calm settled over the oval the Lions looked up at 

the scoreboard — but there was nothing there. The bat-

teries were flat! Not so the Lions’ batteries however. 

The final twenty minutes pushed them further ahead 

whilst their opponents gained no ground whatsoever. 

Held to just the solitary behind during the third quarter, 

the Xavvys were denied even the barest of additions to 

their score as the Lion midfield rampaged and their de-

Xavier frustration. The controversial three quarter time melee  

Charlie Ford and Simon Thompson skirmish with the Xavvys 

The Lions coach lays down the challenge- a five goal quarter 

Richard Penberthy prepares for another fifty metre dash 
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-fence squeezed the life out of their opponents. Official 

Lions’ runner, Tom Henderson had already clocked up 

some fifteen Ks, but his day was not yet done and the 

interchange bench was kept busy as the player shuffle 

accelerated. Casta was braving his wounded leg on the 

last line and Woodsy had handed over the video camera 

to take his place on the wing. Smithy and Davo were 

creeping up the field in their search for a piece of the 

action, as the ball was barely venturing over the centre-

line into their territory, but it was Abba and Flynn who 

sent the ball in the direction of the opportunist Paykel 

who finished off their work by scoring the Lions’ ninth. 

A rush of behinds was eventually rectified by Thommo 

as he slotted through his second for the day and brought 

up the Lions’ tenth and final goal. Once again the Lions 

had come from behind to clinch a strong win— a win 

that was even more creditable in the heavy conditions. 

As the mighty Thirds took to the field for their tussle 

with Xavier the Lions celebrated their victory with a 

rousing rendition of the famous Wesley chant  that be-

gins “I know not, I care not” and ends in I know not 

what. 

 

In form wingman Stuart Ginn puts in a one percenter  

Centreman, Ted Sussex marks strongly in the corridor 

“Well Nick, I was real proud of the boys today... A mystery Lion launches the ball towards the goals 

The ball eludes the grasp of Ford at the back of the pack 
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MONDAY  AUGUST 4   2003 

NATSEC LIONS                 12.  8.  80 

GW LIONS                             6. 8.  44 

GOALS:    Paykel 5, Saunders 3, Sussex 2,  

                   A.Davis 

BEST:     Thompson, Willmott, Paykel, Sussex, 

                  Penberthy, Mulcahy, Francis, Saunders, 

                  Abbey, A.Davis, Mellington etc. 

INJURIES:   Mellington (face), Thompson (shin) 

                     Dalling (ribs) 

GOAL of the DAY:   A.Davis 

MARKS of the DAY:   Sussex and McMullin 

DODGE of the DAY:  Penberthy 

HAIRCUT of the WEEK:  Willmott 

DODGIEST DECISION:  Holding (or dropping?)  

                           the ball against Woodsy 

SPOIL of the DAY:  L.Davis 

SPECIAL GUEST RUNNER:  Seb 
  

  Happy with the form they had shown last week against 

Xavier, the NATSEC Lions were eagerly awaiting the 

“grudge” match against their country cousins the GW 

Lions. The good natured rivalry between the two teams 

goes back a long way, and any opportunity off the field 

is a good opportunity to sling a bit of mud in the other’s 

direction. The Lions spent the best part of Thursday’s 

training practising their on field mud slinging, so by 

Saturday morning they were well primed for the en-

counter at the Harry Trott Oval. Led by the quiet man of 

football, full back Jimmy Smith, the Lions entered the 

contest with a well balanced side. The loss of the roving 

division of Skurrie and Ford was a blow, but Willma 

and Davo were delighted to step into the breach. The 

absence of regular wingers Ginn and McDonald like-

wise allowed Nayls and Jimmy D to step up. A breeze 

was blowing off the lake when the skipper tossed and he 

sensibly chose to take advantage of the conditions for 

the opening term.                   

  The wind may have been in the Lion’s favour but the 

visitors played spirited football and successfully 

clogged up the scoring zone for much of the quarter. 

Fortunately the Lions were able to score an early goal 

courtesy of a clever snap from the boundary by centre-

man Teddy Sussex. The kick began as a drop punt but 

turned into a reverse torpedo just in time to swing back 

through the big sticks. Big Dan Mulcahy was making an 

strong impression in the ruck and Willma overcame the 

handicap of a dodgy haircut to get into the thick of it 

early. Thommo looked as though he was going to be in 

for a big day, but his first attempt to score went astray 

and the Lions next effort was rushed through by a des-

perate opposition. Flynn was moving well despite hav-

ing hyperextended his arm moments before Friday’s PE 

class, and he was instrumental in helping Willma to 

send the ball forward in the direction of Lethal Leigh. A 

timely kick off the ground by the big fella put the ball in 

the back of the net and the Lions moved to a handy 

lead. Until now, thanks to Penbers, Mellers and Mulla, 

the Lions’ half back line had been able to repel enemy 

advances, but at the fifteen minute mark, a stray terror-

ist managed to sneak under their guard and register an 

answering goal. At the first break the NATSEC Lions 

led by just 8 points, despite controlling most of the play 

during the opening stanza. 

  Kicking into the breeze required a change of tactics 

and the Lions switched to their short running game for 

the second quarter— and it paid handsome dividends. A 

delightful pass from Flynn hit Adam Paykel on the 

chest, but he was deep in the Port Melbourne pocket 

and his kick slewed across the face of the goals. The 

GW defenders gave the ball up for dead, but quick 

thinking by Alex kept it alive and he surprised every-

body by gathering the Sherrin on the boundary and slot-

ting it from a standing start. A lovely passage of play 

emanating from Mulla at half back and travelling for-

Lions stand firm 
Country cousins 
   kept at a safe 
       distance 

Defender Mike Mellington is pinned by his opponent. 

Ruckman Dan Mulcahy squeezes out a handball 



-ward via Dan and Willma, found Adam again in the 

hotspot. This time his kick travelled truly and the Lions 

moved further ahead. Lethal Leigh was using his 

strength constructively shepherding and blocking for his 

team mates  -  not to mention offering plenty of advice  

- and he deserved the opportunity to kick his second 

when Alex fed him a pass. GW rallied briefly and in a 

flurry of offensive activity they peppered the sticks at 

the Fitzroy Street end, but courageous play by Mellers, 

close checking by the skipper and intelligent use of the 

boundary by Bettsy (once he had set his radar) mini-

mised their dividends. Jimmy had copped an elbow to 

the ribs and while he rested Woodsy collected a few 

stats on the members wing, whilst Nayls was displaying 

impressive form on the opposite side of the oval. Dash-

ing dodging by Dicky set the switch in motion and 

lively play by Flynn gave Adam another set shot to 

bring up the team’s sixth goal as the quarter drew to a 

close. GW hearts sunk as the Lions began to play keep-

ings off. In a brilliant passage of play the ball was trans-

ported from one end of the ground to the other with a 

sequence of accurate disposals and clean possessions. 

Dicky to Adam to Willma to Alex to Flynn was fantas-

tic, and the bushwhackers could only stand back and 

admire such cityslick football. At the long change the 

difference was twenty five points and the Lions were 

comfortably placed.    

  Making better use of the wind the second time around 

the Lions remained in control for most of the third term 

and gave the Channel 9 camera crew plenty of opportu-

nities to record the purple and gold’s exploits and boost 

their ratings. Abba continued to work hard around the 

ground and Thommo was busy with his characteristic 

second and third efforts, but it was Teddy Sussex who 

registered the first goal of the quarter after marking 

strongly and kicking truly. Adam was drawing the ball 

like a magnet once it crossed half forward and his trusty 

left boot didn’t let him down as he snapped his third. It 

wasn’t long before the Lion’s lead was extended by Le-

thal Leigh as he brought up his third, but the visitors 

were able to answer when team comedian, Lachlan 

“Indian Rubber Man” Murdoch’s distracting tactics 

backfired. His entertaining antics so amused his team 

mates Mulla and Smithy that their guard slipped mo-

-mentarily and the opposition took advantage of the 

situation. The status quo was maintained however, when 

Paykel responded with a wobbly goal as the quarter 

drew to a close. 

  The coach’s three quarter time address was punctuated 

by some curious sound effects from Paul Diamond’s 

direction and the boys were quick to disperse and re-

claim their positions for the final quarter. 

Ruck rover Nick Abbey gets a quick kick under pressure 

Dave McMullin is stretched to the limit in this aerial contest 

Rover Matt Willmott spoils a Glen Waverley mark 

Simon Thompson bottles up the play at a crucial stage 
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  Several special requests had been answered by the 

coach for the final twenty minutes. Mulla had gone for-

ward whilst Leigh took up a defensive role, and Alex 

moved from the forward pocket to the back pocket to 

give the rucks more of a rest. Howie was back on a 

wing and Dymo was sent to take up his favoured half 

back position. Meanwhile, the opposition had re-

grouped, and they were determined to make one last 

ditch effort to gain the ascendancy. With a rush they 

attacked the ball and using the wind to their advantage 

they posted three unanswered goals. The Lions were 

shell shocked! It was usually them doing the last quarter 

comeback stuff, not their opponents. As Smithy sent out 

an SOS to his team mates fate intervened and the on-

slaught was temporarily quelled. Play was held up at 

first by a disputed goal umpiring decision, and secondly 

by a nasty knee injury to an unfortunate Glen Waver-

lian. These incidents were just what the Lions needed.   

  Gathering his troops in the middle of the oval Smithy 

demanded their attention. “What we need now are cool 

heads. All we have to do is play percentage football. 

Hold the ball and share it around. Just don’t panic!” 

Words of wisdom that did not fall on deaf ears. When 

play resumed the cityslickers wasted no time in wresting 

back control of the match. A long run by Penbers car-

ried the ball into Paykel territory and the canny left 

footer slammed it onto his boot to bring up his fifth for 

the day. As the Lions held the ball in their offensive 

zone the opposition’s enthusiasm began to dwindle, and 

as the clock ran down there was little they could do. The 

Lions now face the challenge of a tough return match 

with Scotch on the opposition’s home turf. Can the pur-

ple and gold rise to the challenge? Watch this space….. 
Goal umpire Smith confirms that the GW boot was over the line 

Winger Tim Naylor lets fly with a bomb         Francis on the burst    Abbey seeks a target   

“What did you say about Elsternwick? 

  Lethal Leigh controls the situation 

Adam Paykel had a field day snapping five of the best 

Lloyd Davis punches the ball clear Ruckman Dan Mulcahy gets his palm on the footy. Ted and Matt prepare to pounce   
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MONDAY  AUGUST 11  2003 

WESLEY COLLEGE                7. 8. 50 

SCOTCH COLLEGE            13. 11. 89 

 

GOALS:   A.Davis 2, Paykel 2, Francis, Sussex, 

                   Ford 

BEST:      Ford, Mellington, Sussex, Smith,  

                   Penberthy, Francis, L.Davis, Mulcahy, 

                   Oberklaid, McDonald, McMullin etc. 

INJURIES:   Abbey (Cheek), A.Davis (thigh), 

                   Murdoch (corky), Woods (mud in eye) 

GOAL of the DAY:    Ford 

MARKS of the DAY:  Ford (2), Willmott 

PLAY of the DAY:  Francis-Penberthy-McMullin 

          -Penberthy-McDonald-Davis = GOAL 

MOST COURAGEOUS PLAYER:   Mellington 

WHITEST SMILE of the WEEK:   Castan 

HAIRCUTS of the WEEK:  Paykel, Stoney 

COMEBACK of the WEEK:   Oberklaid 

 
   It was a huge weekend in football. Not only did Satur-

day mark the conclusion of Nathan Burke’s 17 year 

commitment to the St.Kilda F.C. but it also represented 

the end of an illustrious 30 game APS career for Wesley 

veteran Grant “Rowdy” Rowston. Saturday also sig-

nalled the end of an era for the NATSEC Lions who 

played their last match together as a team on the Meares 

Oval at Scotch College. 

  In a curious twist of fate the Lions were drawn to face 

the same opponents whom they had encountered in the 

identical place some four months earlier in the season 

opener. Beaten comprehensively on that occasion, the 

Lions showed on Saturday just how far they had trav-

elled during the course of the season by taking the game 

up to their more experienced rivals, holding their own 

for most of the match and clearly taking the points dur-

ing the final quarter. An achievement that was made 

even more creditable by the absence of their star for-

ward Simon Thompson and talented on ballers, Dean 

Herbert and Sam Skurrie.  

   Excitement was high during the week and the Lions 

found it even more difficult than usual to focus on the 

demanding training schedule prepared by their coach. A 

boycott of the warm up by a small lobby group caused 

some concern, but goal kicking practice and the regular 

Thursday evening prakky brought out the best in the 

squad and there was no doubt that the boys would be 

primed for Saturday’s season finale. Goalsneak, Adam 

Paykel was appointed skipper for the match and the 

mysteriously absent Alex Davis his deputy.   

   Overnight rain had softened the oval and for the sec-

ond week in a row Penbers was concerned that he may 

not be able to challenge his seven bounce PB. Fortu-

nately the showers had cleared and a wintry sun was 

illuminating the freeway flank as Umpire Matthews set 

the ball in motion. Scotch was first to register a major 

but the Lions bounced back as the skipper slammed the 

answer through the hockey field goals. The Lions were 

Saints champ bows out 
 but NATSEC Lions are the season’s big improvers 

“It’s mine and you can’t have it!” A determined McDonald 

McMullin and Alex Davis fly but the Scotchies have the sit 

Two champions of our game. Nathan Burke & Grant Rowston 



matching their opponents in the midfield but some of 

their team mates were a little tentative and not always 

prepared to man up closely on the Scotchys. A coura-

geous mark by Mulla showed what could be done, and 

Lloyd and Dicky were certainly not backward in their 

attack on the footy, but when the ball moved forward 

the enemy were able to rebound with relative ease. 

Charlie was in fine touch early and Matt Oberklaid, 

making a welcome return to the game after twelve frus-

trating months on the sidelines with a back injury, was 

making up for lost time by running from one corner of 

the ground to the other. Dicky and the neatly coiffured 

Abba impressed their fans when they performed the old 

one-two with consummate ease, but it was the Scotchys 

who added two more majors whilst the Lions could only 

advance their tally by single digits. Danno was contest-

ing strongly in the ruck and Macca was showing his 

usual desperation despite a recent bout of flu. At the 

first change the Lions trailed by just two straight kicks 

and the feeling in their camp was positive. If his team 

could increase the pressure on their opponents and be 

more direct in their attack on goal the coach felt that a 

victory - however unexpected - was not out of the ques-

tion. 

 The wind became a factor in the second quarter as it 

appeared to pick up enough to guarantee the home team 

a decided edge. Nevertheless, Teddy continued to make 

his presence felt in the pivot as he worked the ball for-

ward where Bettsy and Lethal Leigh were presenting 

themselves with more purpose. In combination they 

were able to set the skipper up and he made the most of 

the opportunity to post his team’s second, but sadly 

Scotch replied twice over and the Lions next effort was 

thwarted. Nayls had been continuing his good form on 

the members wing but it was time for the Colgate Kid, 

Rowan Castan to strut his stuff. Mellers was playing 

fearless football at half back and a courageous diving 

mark encouraged his team mates to take the challenge 

up to Scotch, but they were continuing to find un-

manned targets in the forward line and thrre successive 

goals put a dampener on the Lions’ optimism. Flynn and 

Lethal attempted to set Willma up on the siren for a shot 

on goal, but as in the case of the skipper’s subsequent 

effort the space between the big sticks proved hard to 

find. At the long change the Lions trailed by 37 points 

and were in danger of losing touch with their opponents. 

  The combination of glucose and citric acid (and a 

serve from their full forward) provided a powerful hit 

for the Lions and their performance was enhanced suffi-

ciently during the third term to give heart to their vast 

army of supporters. Led by their hero “Clever” Charlie 

Ford, the first year Lions lifted their contributions all 

around the ground. Dymo put his body on the line in 

defence, Howie scouted the packs with enthusiasm and 

“Plugger” Pearson worked hard to lock the ball in the 

scoring zone. Woodsy would have made an appearance 

earlier if it hadn’t been for his so-called “mate” Matt 

who ensured his own return to the field of play by tem-

porarily rendering little Stevie incapacitated by rubbing 

his face in the mud (or perhaps it was revenge for the 

infamous caramel milk throwing incident of Thursday 

evening?). Whatever. Eventually Woodsy was given his 

chance in time to witness Charlie flying high over a 

Scotch pack to take a screamer.  

Charlie Ford crashes to the ground after taking a screamer 

“Mine!” Davis and Murdoch forced to make a quick decision 

Flynn Francis watches for the ball but Charlie’s got it already 



  

  

 

 

 
Teddy produced a brilliant second effort to kick the Li-

ons’ first goal of the quarter and Mellers kicked long to 

find Lethal who marked strongly, but it was Flynn who 

registered the follow up thanks to another mark and ac-

curate pass from Ford. Sadly, whilst all this was hap-

pening the Scotchies added three goals of their own and 

at the final change they led by 43 points. 

   Playing for pride and the pleasure of each other’s 

company the Lions approached the final twenty minutes 

of their season with renewed enthusiasm. With Lloyd on 

the ball, Macca at full forward, Mulla at CHF and Le-

thal in defence the team sparked into life. A clever snap 

from the pocket by Charlie produced the Lions’ fifth 

goal and the Scotchies attempted to find an answer but 

Smithy was unpassable at full back, punching and re-

bounding whenever danger threatened. Danno dropped 

down to assist and Lachy Murdoch, the team’s stand up 

fall down comedian used his flexible limbs to his team’s 

advantage. A superb passage of teamwork held together 

by the all dodging all running Penberthy resulted in a 

goal to Alex as he converted a second effort. With 

Teddy resting his weary limbs, Obers had moved into 

the square and a brilliant clearance gave Alex another 

opportunity to advance the Lions’ score and increase the 

pressure on the home team.. He made no mistake and 

the purple and gold had registered a very respectable 7.8 

on the Moccapan scoreboard. Once again the Lions’ had 

outscored their opponents during the final term and their 

hearty rendition of the traditional Wesley warcry was 

well warranted. The turn around since Round One had 

been appreciable and the Lions could be well proud of 

their achievements. As the boys gathered for a team-

photo to commemorate their season the emotion of the 

moment was so great that the entire front row col-

lapsed—or perhaps it was something that Dymo had 

said … or done.              

Lethal Leigh Saunders holds his ground & takes a strong grab 

TOP: Oberklaid clears 

ABOVE:  Penberthy passes 

Nick Abbey shows 

the scars of battle 

Lloyd Davis on the  

      run 

RIGHT:  The big 

      men fly 

Mike Mellington             Dave McMullin        Lachy Murdoch 












































